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“There was a moment in my career that I did want to stay in Europe, but lately I decided 100 percent I wanted to go 
to the U.S. to get better, especially physically and technically.  Europe is a place to compete, not to develop. In the 
United States if you don't play you're going to develop in practice and individual sessions. That's something you don't 
usually do in Europe. It wasn't a very difficult decision for me,” said Baba Miller upon his commitment to Florida 
State. 
 
ON MILLER: Committed to Florida State and Head Coach Leonard Hamilton on June 6, 2022 as the final member of 
the Seminoles’ highly touted 2022 recruiting class…will have an immediate impact on the Seminoles and become a 
big part of their rotation upon his arrival for the fall of the 2002-23 season…represented the Spanish National team 
in the Under-18 European Championships in Turkey during the summer of 2022 – after his commitment and prior to 
his arrival at Florida State…has been described as a Swiss Army Knife who has the ability to be a tremendous player 
on both inside and outside and on offense and defense…a rangy and fluid wing player who can stretch the floor with 
his shooting and is an excellent rim protector…at 6-11 his has a 7-2 wingspan…a nine inch growth spurt beginning at 
age 14…has been able to retain the perimeter (shooting and passing) skills he developed as a guard before his growth 
spurt…has a great handle, can pass and shoot from the outside and his versatility is off the charts for such a young 
player…will continue to grow as his body fills out…considered to be one of the top international prospects in the 
class of 2022..began play in the Real Madrid Organization at age 12…represented Spain internationally at the Under-
18 FIBA European Challengers in 2018…reminds astute basketball followers of 2022 NBA First Round Draft Lottery 
pick Paolo Banchero.   
 
BEFORE FLORIDA STATE: Began playing for the Real Madrid organization when he was 12 years old…brings six years 
of experience with Real Madrid to Florida State’s roster…averaged 11.3 points and 5.3 rebounds a playing for Real 
Madrid in the Spanish Basketball League (Liga EBA) during the 2021-22 season…spent most of the 2021-22 season 
playing with Real Madrid’s B Team in the EBA)..he was called up and played with the Real Madrid senior team in 
December 0f 2021 and made his Euroleague debut as a 17-year old against CSKA Moscow…averaged 11.8 points, 4.4 
rebounds and 2.0 assists while playing for the Spanish National Under-18 Team in the 2021 FIBA European 
Challengers tournament…shot 64 percent from 2-point range and 50 percent from 3-point range…the Spaniards 
finished with an undefeated record in the Challengers…helped the Real Madrid Under-18 team to victories at the 
2021 ADIDAS Next Generation Tournament and the 2021 Istanbul Tournament… 
 
PERSONAL: Born February 7, 2004…his full name is Papa Ababacar Bartolome Miller…grew up in the Mediterranean 
Island of Mallorca…his maternal grandparents are from the United Kingdom…was 6-2 at age 14 and is now 6-11 at 
age 18…chose Florida State over Gonzaga…major is  


